A4. GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCTOR
These are some guidelines and / or issues for the conductor of the final group session of 30
minutes. The purpose of the session is to get the impressions of the group on training, and
about the content, the work group and the objectives of SoTo Project
This space for exchange impressions is important because we want to know how much it is
the training feasible and effective in the project.
This is not an interview, let them talk about the course and lead the conversation to the
project, objectives and benefits
Part A: Talking about the Training
In order to de-stress the group regarding the monitoring of their responses, it is preferable to start with a
conversation about the work in group, for example, wondering what they think about meet other professional
profiles of the tourism sector during the training:
Has this enriched the group? Has been very different perspectives? Divergent? Opposite?
What matters have been missing from this training that would have been of interest?

Part B: Talking about the SoTo Project
Regarding the Project we want to know how many (and which) of them will be able to implement some of the
content provided in the course, asking for example if they are capable to think in a specific innovations concerning
the Social Tourism objectives in their own workplaces, and if those innovations could be real in a mid / long-term.
Speaking of the objectives of the Soto Project, it’s necessary to lead the conversation on the need for a better
understanding of social tourism in their jobs
Which skills are necessary to involve in social tourism issues?
About the benefit of the participation in this initiative:
Have emerged during training, new forms of collaboration that have improved their relations (those of their
companies) thinking social tourism and its implementation
Do you think that is interesting to explain the concept of Social Tourism and tourist organizations goals? By training
programs like this one?

A summary of the highlights for each student should be included in the boxes below
Impressions about the course: training, group, contents and methodology
(at least 5 lines)

Impressions about the transferring of objectives of the SoTo project
(at least 5 lines)

